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St. Thomas Aquinas College—Spring 2014 

RELS 104: New Testament 
Mon/Wed 4:05-5:30pm—Costello 103 

Professor Craig Martin—cmartin@stac.edu 
Office Hours: Tues/Wed 10:00am-12:00pm—Naughton 106 

 

Course Introduction 
 

The New Testament is a collection of texts written by early followers of Jesus that became 
central to the Christian religious tradition. In this class we will investigate: 
 

 how the texts were collected and handed down to us; 

 their basic content; 

 the context in which they were written; 

 their historical accuracy; and 

 how scholars study them. 
 
Note: Many people study the Bible assuming from the outset that the text is divine in origin, 
historically accurate, internally consistent, and perfect in every respect. By contrast, in this course 
we will take a more critical approach. Although we will be respectful of people’s beliefs about 
the Bible, we cannot assume its perfection and will not exempt it from criticism—we will treat it 
as critically as we would any other historical text. 

 

Learning Objectives 
 

Motivated and hard-working students will: 
 

 become knowledgeable about the basic course content outlined in the “Course 
Introduction” above; 

 learn how to approach the study of religion from an academic perspective; 

 be able to recognize various religious traditions that have shaped modern society; 

 improve their reading and writing skills; 

 improve their ability to express themselves verbally; and 

 improve their critical thinking skills. 
 

Assignments 
 
1. Reading Summaries 
 

For each day there is a reading assignment you must turn in a written summary of the reading. 
Reading summaries must be typed and should be written in complete sentences. There is not a 
predetermined length, but I assume that on average they will be approximately a page (double 
spaced). Summaries will not be accepted late. I will drop the lowest four summaries when assigning your 
course grade. 
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2. Exams 
 

Three times during the semester there will be an exam designed to test student’s knowledge of 
the assigned readings and lectures. 

 
3. Should We Study the Bible? Paper 
 

At the end of the semester we will read about some controversies in the academic study of 
religion over the nature of the study of the Bible. Students will write a paper reflecting on the 
debate. Further details will be provided later in the course. 

 
4. Participation/Quizzes 
 

I have organized our class time so that it involves not only lectures, but also discussions and 
group activities. The discussions and group activities will not be successful unless students come 
prepared and fully participate and engage with one another. For this reason, I have included 
individual participation as a part of your final grade. 
 
Your participation score will increase with the quality of your contribution to the class 
discussion. Students with A-level participation contribute regularly and substantially—these 
students raise the sophistication of the class discussions because of their contributions. B and C-
level students participate either semi-regularly with substance and sophistication, or regularly 
with little substance and sophistication. Your participation score will go down if you regularly 
fail to pay attention, perform other tasks in class, or distract myself or other students. 
 
In addition, there will be quizzes frequently during the course. Students will compete in groups 
and we will keep a running total of each group’s scores. The students in the group with the 
highest overall score at the end of the semester will automatically receive an “A” for their 
participation grades. (However, I reserve the right to deny this for any students in the winning 
group who clearly did not participate equally.) 
 
 
 

Final Grade Distribution 
 

Reading Summaries     20% 
First and Second Exams (at 20% each)   40% 
Third Exam      15% 
Should We Study the Bible? Paper    15% 
Participation      10% 
 
Total       100% 
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Course Policies 
 
1. Online Readings 
 

Online readings will be available at: craigmartinreligion.wordpress.com/current-students/ 
 
This page is password protected; contract me for the password. 

 
2. Attendance 
 

Attendance is absolutely necessary for a course such as this. You will not perform well in the 
course if you do not attend regularly. 

 Late reading summaries will not be accepted. 

 Absences do not excuse deadlines—you are required to turn in assignments on time, 
whether or not you come to class. 

 Three absences are permitted. You should think of these as an employer’s “sick days” or 
“personal days”—you can use them for whatever reason, but you only have three, so use 
them wisely. Further absences or habitual lateness will result in a considerable reduction 
of your overall course grade and may result in a failing grade for the course. 

 If you are absent, it is your responsibility to contact me and find out what you missed 
and what you might be able to make up. 

 Because I take attendance at the beginning of class, late arrivals may be counted as an 
absence. If you arrive late, it is your responsibility to notify me that you are present, so 
that I may mark you as late rather than absent on the attendance sheet. 

 
3. Classroom Etiquette 
 

Please respect your fellow classmates and myself by following these policies. 

 Turn off your cell phones and other electronic devices before class begins.  
o You may not use a laptop unless given special permission. 
o It is not acceptable to text-message during class. Students who text during class will 

be marked as absent. 

 Do not leave the classroom during class unless it is absolutely necessary.  

 At the end of class, do not pack up your materials to leave until you are dismissed. 
 
4. Academic Integrity 
 

Academic Integrity, a commitment to honesty, fairness, respect, and responsibility, is the 
foundation of the learning process. All members of the St. Thomas Aquinas College community 
are held to the highest standards of academic honesty. While we recognize the participatory 
nature of education, we take academic integrity very seriously, and the College policy on 
academic dishonesty details consequences that can include dismissal from the College. That 
policy can be found in both the Student Handbook and the College Catalog. 
 
As a student in this class, you must demonstrate your commitment to academic integrity by 
submitting work which originates in your own imagination, analytical faculties, or your own 
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knowledge, which you have done yourself, and which represents your very best efforts. When 
appropriate, your work should be supplemented and supported by other sources; however, you 
must always insure that these sources are properly cited using the recommended documentation 
system. 
 
Plagiarism is the submission of work that is not your own as if it were your own. This includes ideas you get 
from elsewhere and language—specific words, phrases, sentences, or sentence structures—taken 
from other sources. For instance, it is never okay to take someone else’s sentences and exchange 
or swap a few words or clauses. All uses of the ideas or wording from other sources should be 
appropriately quoted and cited. In addition, you should know that it is easy for professors to 
recognize plagiarism. 
 
Plagiarism is a serious offense, punishable by sanctions ranging from failure to dismissal from 
the college. In my course, first offences will result in a zero on the assignment; second offenses 
will result in failure for the course. In all such cases a letter documenting the violation and the 
penalty assigned will be sent to the Vice President for Academic Affairs; these letters will 
become a part of a student’s permanent file. 
 
I will make an effort to educate students clearly about expectations on these matters, so that 
ignorance of academic integrity standards will not be an issue. If you do not understand the 
expectations or have any questions about them, please do not hesitate to contact me or meet 
with me to get clarification. 

 
5. Electronic Device Policy 
 

Faculty members at St. Thomas Aquinas College have the discretion to regulate the use of 
electronic devices in their classes, and students should not use such devices without the 
expressed consent of the professor.  This policy covers cell phones, PDAs, laptop computers, or 
any other device the use of which might constitute a distraction to the professor or to the other 
students in the class, as determined by the professor.  Students with documented disabilities 
should discuss the issue of laptop use with their professor at the beginning of the semester.   
 
When a professor designates a time during which laptop computers may be used, they are only 
to be used at the discretion of the faculty member and in accordance with the mission of the 
college.  Professors can develop specific and reasonable penalties to deal with violations of these 
general policies.  For more extreme cases of classroom disruption, refer to the College's 
Disruptive Student Policy. 

 
6. Other 
 

I want to accommodate difficulties you might have this semester. 

 Please do not hesitate to email me, drop by my office, or make an appointment with me, 
for whatever reason. 

 Please notify me if you are experiencing problems or difficulties that prevent you from 
completing the coursework—it is easier for me to accommodate any such difficulties if 
you keep me informed. 
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 Students requiring accommodations for a documented disability should notify me before 
the end of the first week of class. 

 

Course Readings 
 

The following required texts are available in the bookstore: 
 

 Bart D. Ehrman, A Brief Introduction to the New Testament, Third Edition 

 New Revised Standard Version translation of the Bible 
 
We will refer to the Bible regularly, so please bring it to every class. Because we will refer to the 
Ehrman textbook when there is a reading assignment from it, please bring it to class on those days. 
 
In addition to the assigned texts, a number of additional readings are available online. Unless 
otherwise instructed, you must always print the reading assignments and bring them to class with you. 
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Course Schedule 

Date Class Topic Assignments 
Wed Jan 22 Introduction 

 
 

Mon Jan 27 Bible Basics Bart D. Ehrman, A Brief Introduction to the New Testament, 
Third Edition, 1-13 

Wed Jan 29  
 

 

Mon Feb 3  Ehrman, Brief Introduction, 14-27 
 

Wed Feb 5  Ehrman, Brief Introduction, 28-45 
 

Mon Feb 10  
 

“The War Scroll,” “The Gospel of Peter,” and “The 
Infancy Gospel of Thomas” (see “Ancient texts 
excerpts,” available online) 

Wed Feb 12  Ehrman, Brief Introduction, 46-59 
Ehrman, Misquoting Jesus, 45-69, 88-99 (available online) 

Mon Feb 17  
 

 

Wed Feb 19  
 

Exam 

Mon Feb 24 The Synoptic Problem 
 

 

Wed Feb 26 Mark Ehrman, Brief Introduction, 60-76 
The Gospel of Mark 

Mon Mar 3 Matthew Ehrman, Brief Introduction, 77-93 
The Gospel of Matthew 

Wed Mar 5  
 

 

Mon Mar 10 Spring Break 
 

No Class 

Wed Mar 12 Spring Break 
 

No Class 

Mon Mar 17 John “The Secret Book of John” (see “Ancient texts 
excerpts,” available online) 

Wed Mar 19  Ehrman, Brief Introduction, 112-127 
The Gospel of John 

Mon Mar 24 The Historical Jesus Ehrman, Brief Introduction, 128-154 
 

Wed Mar 26  
 

 

Mon Mar 31  
 

Exam 

Wed Apr 2 Paul Ehrman, Brief Introduction, 182-215 
1 Thessalonians 

Mon Apr 7  Ehrman, Brief Introduction, 216-226 
1 Corinthians 

Wed Apr 9  Ehrman, Brief Introduction, 233-241, 250-259 
Galatians 
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Mon Apr 14  
 

 

Wed Apr 16  
 

Exam 

Mon Apr 21 Should We Study the Bible? 
 

Wilfred Cantwell Smith, except from “Comparative 
Religion: Whither—and Why?” (available online) 

Stephen Prothero, excerpts from the “Introduction” to 
Religious Literacy (available online) 

Wed Apr 23  Hector Avalos, “Is Biblical Illiteracy a Bad Thing?” 
(available online) 

Avalos, selections from The End of Biblical Studies 
(available online) 

Mon Apr 28 Exam Week 
 

Craig Martin, “Authority” (available online) 

Wed Apr 30 Exam Week 
 

Paper Due 

 


